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Reflexis Successfully Implements its Workforce Management and Store
Operations Solutions in More Than 10 Countries in Europe

Reflexis' Store Operations, Workforce Management, and Mobility Solutions Implemented, with
Majority of Solutions Rolled Out on Reflexis' Cloud Platform; Company also Separately
Announces Almost 30 Implementations on Four Continents Including Europe, Making 2017 a
Record Year

DEDHAM, Mass. and LONDON (PRWEB UK) 14 January 2018 -- Reflexis Systems, Inc. today announced
that in 2017 it successfully implemented its workforce management and store operations solutions in more than
10 different countries in Europe. Reflexis implemented its solutions in Quick Service Restaurant, department
store, grocery, and luxury/specialty retailers in eight different languages. Retailers selected Reflexis' cloud-
based real-time store operations and workforce management solutions, with many also purchasing native
mobile applications, as well as Reflexis' Advanced Analytics and Reporting to gain additional insight into their
store and labour operations.

Many of the solutions included support for mobility on tablet computers and smartphones, and most of the
implementations were rolled out on the Reflexis Cloud Platform. Combined with almost 20 additional
successful implementations on three other continents (see separate announcement), Reflexis shattered its
previous record for successful implementations worldwide in a year.

Highlights of the European implementations include:

• A leading supermarket chain with more than 2,000 stores in two countries
• A consumer electronics chain with about 400 stores in the same two countries as above
• A leading supermarket chain in Central Europe with about 1,000 stores in four countries
• A leading grocery chain with more than 1,000 stores in Switzerland
• A U.K. department store chain with about 180 stores
• Two Quick Service Restaurant chains with a total of about 300 stores in Ireland and Sweden
• A specialty/luxury chain with about 1,000 stores in Europe, including the Netherlands, Ireland,
Denmark, and Belgium

“In light of the challenging political climate, regulatory oversight, and financial rough weather existing in many
European countries, we are gratified that so many retailers recognise the need to simplify store operations and
improve efficiency,” said OP Choudhary, Head of Operations, Europe. “Workforce management and store
operations solutions enable retailers to consistently carry out their retail and labour operations strategies and
make it easier for store team members to do their most important jobs: focusing on customers and delivering the
best possible shopping experience.”

About Reflexis Systems, Inc.

The Reflexis cloud-based Real-Time Store Operations Platform helps retailers simplify store operations,
improve line of sight for field managers, and streamline corporate processes. Reflexis' store operations, labour
operations, mobility, and analytics solutions enable retailers to unleash the power of store colleagues, giving
them more opportunities for customer engagement, providing customers with a more consistent brand
experience.

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.reflexisinc.com/reflexis-announces-successful-implementations-almost-30-retailers-four-continents-past-12-months/
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Since 2001, Reflexis has helped more than 250 of the world’s best retailers improve store-level operations and
drive quantifiable business value and significant ROI.

Reflexis Systems, Inc. is privately held and headquartered in Dedham, Massachusetts and has offices in Atlanta
(USA), London (UK), Düsseldorf (Germany), and Pune (India), with additional sales presence across Europe
and Latin America. For more information, visit www.reflexisinc.com. Follow Reflexis on: LinkedIn | Facebook
 | Twitter | YouTube | Google+ | Instagram | Blog

http://www.prweb.com/disclaimer.htm
http://www.prweb.com
http://www.reflexisinc.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/companies/reflexis-systems
http://www.facebook.com/ReflexisSystemsInc
http://twitter.com/ReflexisSystems
http://www.youtube.com/ReflexisSystems
https://plus.google.com/+Reflexisinc/
http://instagram.com/reflexis
http://www.reflexisinc.com/news-events/blog-posts/
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Contact Information
Michael St. Charles
michael.stcharles@reflexisinc.com
+1 (517)-648-4588

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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